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who we are

our mission

The Egg Garden is an urban growing
system startup company based in
Ottawa, Ontario. We manufacture and
supply the Egg Garden, which is a
hydroponic/aeroponic, soil-free growing
system that produces fresh, nutritious,
low cost food and plants that are
environment friendly.

At the Egg Garden, we aim to
revolutionize the industry by disrupting
the agriculture and food market and
improving the way we grow and consume
our food.

FRESH,
HEALTHY
FOOD

our vision
We want people all around the world to
be able to grow and consume their own
fresh food. Our vision is to reduce food
waste and the environmental impact of
the agricultural industry by reducing the
amount of water used in farming and the
distance food travels to get to your table.

NO SOIL

95%
LESS
WATER

EASY TO USE

MORE PLANTS IN LESS
SPACE

The Egg Garden's simple and elegent Grow bigger plants up to 3 times faster
automated design makes it easy to than traditional soil gardening methods.
use by beginners and seasoned
Greater and faster yields means more
growers
plants in less time.
ENVIRONMENT
FRIENDLY

HEALTHY, FRESH,
NUTRITIOUS

The Egg Garden uses no soil, less
water and reduces the distance that
food travels to get to your table

Grow healthy, fresh nutritious
harvest. This is as farm to table as it
gets!

GROW INDOORS OR
OUTDOORS

GROW UP TO 38
PLANTS AT ONCE

The Egg Garden can be used just
about anywhere! Being able to grow
indoors or outdoors means you can
grow all year long.

The Egg Garden can grow a wide
variety of plants, herbs and flowers.
You can grow up to 38 plants at once
in a single Egg Garden.

CONTACT
Egg Garden Website

www.egggarden.com
E-Mail Address

info@egggarden.com
Facebook

www.facebook.com/My_EggGarden
Instagram

@EggGarden

YouTube

Egg Garden

Twitter

@The_EggGarden

